In previous research, we have proposed a parallel block scaled gradient with decentralized step-size (PBSGDS) method. The method circumvents the difficulty of determining a step-size in the distributed computing environment and enables the proposed parallel algorithm to execute in a distributed computer network with limited amount of date transfer. In this paper, we implement the parallel algorithm within two real Independent System Operator (ISO) Networks, including homogeneous and heterogeneous types PCs-Networks environments, and demonstrate the computational efficiency and numerical satiability through numerous simulation test results in solving a Convex Block Additive Unconstrained (CBAU) optimization problem. Furthermore, the test results show that the performance of the proposed parallel algorithm appears more attractive due to the asynchronous effect in the distributed computing environment.
Introduction
In the real word, most of large practical system is consisted by interconnected subsystems. For examples, the large power system is consisted by area-like subsystems interconnected each other through transmission lines; the major ground transportation system uses highway systems to interconnect local transportation systems; the telephone network uses long distance networks to interconnect different local networks. For such a type of large distributed systems, distributed control and optimization have become a tendency. In this paper, we focus on a kind of Convex Block Additive Unconstrained (CBAU) optimization problem in the largely distributed computing environment. The general CBAU optimization problems have the following form:
where the objective function F(x) can be expressed in a block additive form:
It should be noticed that there are n interconnected subsystems in the considered problem and is formed by some state of the other subsystems connecting with subsystem i. The CBAU optimization problem is of very general interest since it can be found naturally in many different applications in engineering, economics and computer network, and it denotes a basic kernel of the nonlinear optimization problem in a large n interconnected system. Since the computer communication technology is more matured nowadays, the trend of solving (1) for large distributed systems is using algorithms that can be carried out in computer network, in which each subsystem's control and management is governed by an Independent System Operator (ISO). There existed numerous parallel algorithms for solving unconstrained optimization problems [1] - [3] . The block parallel Newton method [1] employs an experimental step-size, which is not proved to converge. The inexact parallel variable distributed algorithm proposed in [2] has a decentralized step-size determination rule. However, at the cost of using a centralized synchronization procedure to update the working point, it causes tremendous communication load. The parallel space decomposition method presented in [3] is suffered from requiring the data of rest subsystems to determine the search direction. The parallel block scaled gradient method given in [4] is especially suitable for the implementation in a large distributed computing environment, because it uses a constant step-size which avoids the large amount of data communication encountered in [1] - [3] . Convergence of this method [4] is guaranteed if the constant step-size lies within a certain range. In [5] , we proposed a PBSGDS method. This method circumvents the difficulty of determining a step-size in a distributed computing environment. The convergence of the PBSGDS method is proved in [5] ; the efficiency of the proposed method is upgraded quite a few in a sequential version computing environment. However, the asynchronous effect is considerable for the parallel processing in real distributed computing environments since the sizes and/or the load balancing for subsystems are not quite the same for each other, especially, it is more worse while the systems are getting bigger.
The purpose of this paper is to propose a parallel implementation of the PBSGDS method [5] for solving the CBAU optimization problems and demonstrates its computational efficiency and numerical stability within two real distributed computing environments. The paper is organized in the following manner. In Sect. 2, we review the PBSGDS method and implement the parallel algorithm within two real ISO-Networks, including homogeneous and heterogeneous types PC-Networks environments. Section 3 demonstrates the computational efficiency and the numerical stability of the proposed algorithm in solving numerous examples of the CBAU optimization problems in the implementation parallel networks environments. Finally, we conclude this paper in Sect. 4.
Review of the PBSGDS Method and Parallel Implementation

The PBSGDS Method
The PBSGDS method uses the following iterations to solve the CBAU optimization problem in (1)
where k is iteration index, γ i (k) is a positive decentralized step-size and dx i (k) is a descent direction obtained from solving the following linear equations [6] :
in which we define the matrix
is the Hessian matrix of F i (x(k)), and the δ is a small positive scalar but large enough to make H i (x(k)) positive definite and ∇ x i F i (x(k)) is the gradient of F i (x(k)) with respect to x i .
The decentralized step-size, γ i (k), is determined by the following Two-Phase rule:
For each subsystem i, we set
where γ i (k − 1) is the resulted step-size value after the completion of iteration (k − 1), the parameter η i is positive, 0 < η i < 1, and m i (k) is the smallest non-negative integer m i such that the following inequality holds:
where the constant K 1 is set to be δ, f li is the basic objective function of other subsystem l connecting with subsystem i [5] , and the vector
is the boundary state of subsystem i connecting with subsystem l. We use the obtained decentralized step-size, γ i (k), to update x i (k + 1) by (3).
Phase 2: Decentralized
Step-size adjusting.
The purpose of this phase is to regulate the step-size, γ i (k), obtained in Phase 1. Each subsystem i will check whether the following inequality holds:
where the scalar σ ∈ (0, 2 1+max i |L(i)| ), and |L(i)| is a known value for a given system. The step-size γ i (k) obtained in Phase 1 is regulated by the following rule:
Furthermore, if (7) does not hold for subsystem i, we also must reduce
Consequently, each subsystem i will send the resulting value of γ i (k) to all subsystem l s, l ∈ L(i), and continue the next iteration. The proposed method determines a flexible stepsize for each individual subsystem to ensure the decrease of the whole objective value and the amount of data transferred between the subsystem i and the corresponding subsystem l s, l ∈ L(i) is very small, only the values corresponding to the boundary states. That is a major factor to reduce the asynchronous effect in a large-scale distributed asynchronous computing environment.
The Complete Algorithm of the Parallel Implementation for Solving the CBAU Optimization Problems
We set the parameters, δ, σ, η i , and the initial step-size, γ i (0) in each individual subsystem i of the parallel algorithm. The sub problems of CBAU problem are parallel processed in each individual subsystem i by its own ISO described in the following: First of all, the algorithm sends the boundary state vectors of subsystem i which connecting with subsystem l, x l i b (0), to subsystem l, l ∈ L(i) and sets k = 1. The algorithm for solving the CBAU optimization problems in (1) is using the iteration method (3) where dx i (k) is a decent direction obtained from solving (4) and the Decentralized Step-size, γ i (k), is determined by the Two-Phase Decentralized Stepsize rule in (5)- (9) . In Phase 1, the algorithm uses (5) and (6) to determine the decentralized step-size for each individual subsystem i. In Phase 2, the algorithm uses (7), (8) and (9) combined with the Decentralized Step-size Reduced Control Flag, RF i = 1/0, in each subsystem i to regulate the decentralized step-size obtained in Phase 1. The termination criteria is based on the resulting maximum deviation of the objective value under some certain level ε. Flowchart of the parallel implementation for solving the CBAU optimization problems is given in Fig. 1 . Fig. 1 Flowchart of the parallel implementation for solving the CBAU optimization problems.
Implementation of the Parallel Algorithm within Two
Real ISO-Networks [9] and the language of the computer code is C ++ . The second one is using a heterogeneous type PCs in the ISO-Networks; the purpose of this implementation is to make a comparison due to the asynchronous effect within the different kind of distributed computing environments. In Network 1 (Fig. 2) , we replaced the A3-PC with another PC called A3-PCL, the model of A3-PCL is Pentium 2, the CPU processor speed of A3-PCL is 450 MHz, and the memory RAM of A3-PCL is 256 Mbytes. In Network 2 ( Fig. 3) , we also replaced two PCs (Z1-PC and Z6-PC) with two lower performance PCs called (Z1-PCL and Z6-PCL), the models of Z1-PCL and Z6-PCL are only Pentium and 80486, the CPU processor speed of Z1-PCL and Z6-PCL are 233 and 66 MHz, and the memory RAM of Z1-PCL and Z6-PCL are 128 and 64 Mbytes, respectively. The rest of PCs in the Networks 1 and 2 are still Pentium 4; we call this experiment network as the heterogeneous type PCs-Networks environment. Therefore, it will cause more asynchronous effect since the CPU processor speed and the memory RAM of each PC (ISO) are not all the same in the Networks 1 and 2. We used these two PC-Networks (Networks 1 and 2), including the homogeneous and heterogeneous types PCsNetworks environments, to solve the CBAU optimization problem given in (1) .
In this paper, we chose the unconstrained Distributed State Estimation (DSE) problems on the IEEE 118-bus system as the CBAU examples; the unconstrained DSE problem in power system is a kind of typical CBAU optimization problems in its exact problem formulation and will be described in the following subsection.
The IEEE 118-bus system is used for the application system in the homogeneous and heterogeneous types PCsNetworks environments and we assume the IEEE 118-bus system consists of four and eight subsystems, as shown in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively. Each subsystem is indicated by a closed dash contour. The corresponding data of the IEEE 118-bus system of each subsystem are stored in the corresponding PC of Networks 1 and 2.
Remark 1: Figures 4 and 5 are two typical IEEE 118-bus with four and eight subsystems. In this paper, we don't focus on the decomposition technique corresponding to the decomposed subsystems obtained; however we had a detailed discussing about the decomposition technique in [11] to get the approximate equal size of the decomposed subsystems for Nonlinear Large Scale Mesh-interconnected System. The first one is the sparse structure of the Hessian matrix of the objective function. In general, for a large distributed system, for example a large scale power system, formed by interconnected subsystems, a meaningful matrix H i (x(k)), due to the topological structure, is usually a sparse matrix which allows the linear equations (4) to be solved by a sparse matrix technique. For such a case, this efficient technique also contributes to the computational efficiency of our algorithm.
The second one is the Two-Phase Decentralized
Stepsize rule. The major difficulty of determining the decentralized step-size is for any subsystem i, when (3) and (4) from neighboring subsystems and based on a criteria (the inequality (7) in Phase 2) which ensures the decrease of the updated objective function, will determine whether we need to further reduce the step-size γ i (k). The proposed method determines a flexible step-size for each individual subsystem to ensure the decrease of the overall objective value. That is also a major factor to reduce the asynchronous effect and contributes the computational efficiency of our algorithm to execute in the large-scale distributed asynchronous computing environment.
Due to the two merits of the proposed method described above, the communication overhead and the computation time for each iteration step are shorten comparing to the conventional methods.
Simulation Results
Test Example
The unconstrained DSE problems in power system [7] , [8] can be formulated as a kind of the CBAU optimization problems and is described in the following:
For a n areas system, the measurements in each subsystem i can be expressed as
Where x i with dimension N i is the state vector in subsys-
is the boundary state vector of other subsystem connected with subsystem i, h i denotes the nonlinear measurement vector function of states corresponding to z i ; ξ i denotes the vector of Gaussian measurement error corresponding to z i ; R i denotes the diagonal covariance matrix of the random vector ξ i . We denote the state vector, measurement value vector, nonlinear measurement vector function, the measurement-error vector and the covariance matrix of the whole system by x, z, h, ξ, and R, respectively. Then
. . , ξ n ), and
Furthermore, N(= N 1 + N 2 + . . .+ N n ) denotes the total number of buses of the system. Based on the above notations and (10), the measurements of the whole system can be expressed as
Thus, the weight-least-square problem of the unconstrained DSE can be stated as
From (10) and (12), and since R −1 is a diagonal matrix, we can rewrite (12) as
We see the unconstrained DSE problem formulation (13) belongs to a kind of block additive unconstrained type optimization problems. We define
Therefore, the formulation in (14) has the same CBAU form in (2); we can use the proposed method to solve it. 
Test Results
In unconstrained DSE problem, the measurement set-up for the tests is based on the criteria that make each area being a maximal non-critical area [10] . Thus, we assume the measurements are the real and reactive power flow measurements of all transmission lines except for inter-area tier lines, the voltage magnitude of some buses, and the real and reactive power injection measurements on some interior and boundary buses. The corresponding data of the unconstrained DSE problem of each subsystem on the IEEE 118-bus system are shown in Tables 1 and 2. Tables 1  and 2 show the detailed data, the numbers of state variables (# of var.), the number of Measurement (# of Measurements) that includes the numbers of Real power injection measurement (Rpim.), reactive power injection measurement (rpim.), Voltage magnitude measurements (Vm.), Real power line flow measurement (Rpfm.), and reactive power line flow measurement (rpfm.) of each subsystem on the IEEE 118-bus system with four and eight subsystems.
The measurement values are taken to be the value of various load flow runs [10] . For every area i, we set the following parameters: the value of δ in H i to be 0.1, the value of η i to be 0.95, the values of σ to be 0.25 and 0.33 for the IEEE 118-bus with four and eight subsystems, respectively, the initial value of the decentralized step-size γ i (0) to be 1.0, and the initial guess values of voltage magnitude and phase angle are all 1.0 p.u. and 0 radians and the stopping criteria are set to be, ε = 0.0001, in all cases of the iterative procedure.
Remark 2: (i) The parameter
is the Hessian matrix of F i (x(k)) and the objec- 
) are a type of CBAU problem, therefore ∇ 2 x i F i (x(k)) is positive semi-definite, the value of δ can be chosen a small positive scalar but large enough to make H i positive definite. It should be noticed that δ cannot be too bigger because it will cause some distortion of H i used to obtain the descent direction dx i in (4); in our experiment we set δ to be 0.1. (ii) The parameter σ selected in (7), σ ∈ (0, ), hence, we set σ to be 0.33 in IEEE 118-bus with eight subsystems. Furthermore, the more closer set to the upper bound of (0, 2 1+max i |L(i)| ) of σ, the inequality (7) in Phase 2 is easier to be satisfied, therefore, it needs no extra reduction toward the decentralized step-size shown in (8), (9) . (iii) The parameter η i selected in (8) , (9) is a reduced decentralized step-size factor and is positive, 0 < η i < 1, in our experiment, we set η i = 0.95, we don't select too small value η i , because it will reduce the decentralized stepsize a lot stated in (8), (9) once the inequality (7) in Phase 2 does not hold, hence, decrease the computational efficiency of our algorithm and increase the computation times, since the step-size is one of the major factors those affect the efficiency of an algorithm.
To verify the computational efficiency of the proposed method, we make a comparison of our algorithm with some competing parallel algorithms, the Block Parallel Newton method [1] , the Inexact Parallel Variable Distributed algorithm [2] , and the Parallel Space Decomposition method [3] in solving the same problems. We abbreviate these methods presented in [1] , [2] , and [3] as BPN, IPVD, and PSD algorithms, respectively. We use our algorithm and the BPN, IPVD, and PSD algorithms to solve the same 1000 examples of the unconstrained DSE problems in two different types of the ISO-Networks (Networks 1 and 2) , including the homogenous and heterogeneous types PCs-Networks environments, with the same initial guess and the same stopping criteria assuming no bad data present. Our parallel algorithm converges in all cases as we expect. The average consumed CPU time (Time) which includes the communication overhead in network and the resulting Maximum deviation of the objective value (Max. dev.) are shown in Table 3 . Table 3(a) represents the test results in solving the unconstrained DSE problems on the IEEE 118-bus with four and eight subsystems in the homogeneous type PCs-Networks environment. Table 3 (b) represents the test results in solving the unconstrained DSE problems on the IEEE 118-bus with four and eight subsystems in the heterogeneous type PCs-Networks environment.
To explore the numerical stability and investigate more about the computational efficiency of the proposed method, we make another comparison of our algorithm with the BPN, IPVD, and PSD algorithms in solving the same problems while the communication link failure occurs in the four areas PCs-Network 1 and eight areas PCs-Network 2, including the homogeneous and heterogeneous types PCsNetworks environments. It should be noticed that in a computer communication network, if a link failure occurs, but the network retains connectivity, the communication can still function. And the communication link failure effect will be described below. In the homogeneous PCs-Network environment (Fig. 2) , we unplug the coaxial cables in between the A1-PC and the A3-PC, the A1-PC and the A2-PC during the iteration procedure, because by so doing, the Local Network (A1-PC and A4-PC) and the Local Network (A2-PC and A3-PC) will become decouple, and there is no data transferred between the Group Subsystems (A1 and A4) and the Group Subsystems (A2 and A3); and then we put it back within a short period of time t. During the short period of time t, there is no data transferred between two decoupled Group Subsystems. In our experiment test cases, the period of time t is set to be 3 seconds. However, without loss of generality we can choose t to be 1 or 2 seconds to test the efficiency of convergence when the communication link failure occurs. As well as in the homogeneous PCs- Table 4 Comparison the computational efficiency of our algorithm with the BPN, IPVD and PSD algorithms in solving 1000 unconstrained DSE examples of IEEE 118-bus system while the communication link failure occurs in (a) homogeneous and (b) heterogeneous types PCs-Networks environment.
(a)
Networks environment (Fig. 3) , we unplug the coaxial cables in between the Z1-PC and the Z5-PC, the Z2-PC and the Z5-PC, and the Z3-PC and the Z6-PC during the iteration process, because by so doing, the Local Network (Z1-PC, Z2-PC, Z3-PC, and Z4-PC) and the Local Network (Z5-PC, Z6-PC, Z7-PC, and Z8-PC) will become decouple and there is no data transferred between the Group Subsystems (Z1, Z2, Z3, and Z4) and the Group Subsystems (Z5, Z6, Z7, and Z8); and then we put it back within 3 seconds. Furthermore, in the heterogeneous type PCs-Networks environment (Networks 1 and 2), we also execute the same test about the communication link failure effect. We use our algorithm and the BPN, IPVD, and PSD algorithms to solve the same 1000 examples of the unconstrained DSE problem with the same initial guess and the same termination criteria in the homogeneous and heterogeneous types PC-Networks environments to test the communication link failure effect described above. The average consumed CPU time (Time) which includes the communication overhead in network and the resulting Maximum deviation of the objective value (Max. dev.) are shown in Tables 4(a) and 4(b).
In Table 3 (a), we see that the speed-up ratio of our algorithm verses the BPN, IPVD, PSD algorithms in solving the same test examples with the same initial guess and stopping criteria on the IEEE 118-bus with four and eight subsystems are about 11.299, 7.942, 4.157 and 13.121, 10.230, 5.141 times. The comparison of the computational efficiency of our algorithm with the BPN, IPVD, and PSD algorithms in solving the same problem within the homogeneous and the heterogeneous types PCs-Networks environment, we find the BPN, IPVD, and PSD algorithms that appear higher CPU time than our algorithm. Due to the asynchronous effect, the BPN, IPVD, and PSD algorithms appear a much higher increase of CPU time in the heterogeneous type PCsNetworks environment. In Table 3 (b), the speed-up ratio of our algorithm verses the BPN, IPVD, and PSD algorithms in solving the same unconstrained DSE examples on the IEEE 118-bus with four subsystems are increasing about 33.148, 31.199, and 21.139; we also can find that the asynchronous effect is more serious on the IEEE 118-bus with eight subsystems and the speed-up ratio of our algorithm verses the BPN, IPVD, and PSD algorithms in solving the same unconstrained DSE examples are apparently increasing about 36.782, 34.520, and 23.679 times. This addresses that the computational efficiency of the proposed algorithm is significant in the distributed asynchronous computing environment.
Furthermore, in Table 4 (a), we see that the proposed algorithm is indeed numerically stable while the communication link failure occurs during the iteration procedure. And the solution diverges when the BPN and IPVD algorithms are used while the communication link failure occurs, the same test results also appear in Table 4 (b). However, our parallel algorithm converges in all cases as expected. And the CPU time consumed by the PSD algorithm appears a great increase than our algorithm. The speed-up ratio of our algorithm verses the PSD algorithm in solving the same test examples with the same initial guess and stopping criteria on the IEEE 118-bus with four and eight subsystems in homogeneous PCs-Networks environment are increasing about 14.899 and 16.175 times. Moreover, due to the asynchronous effect, the speed-up ratio of our algorithm verses the PSD algorithm on the IEEE 118-bus with four and eight subsystems in the heterogeneous type PCs-Networks environment are apparently increasing about 34.787 and 45.059 times. This addresses that the numerical stability of the proposed algorithm is significant in the distributed asynchronous computing environment.
Remark 3:
To prove the effectiveness of our algorithm in parallel computation, we used only one single PC to solve the same unconstrained DSE problems and are stated below. The model of this PC is the same as the PC described in the homogeneous type PCs-Networks environment (Sect. 2.3). We used our algorithm to solve the same 1000 examples of the unconstrained DSE problems in a single PC with the same initial guess and the same stopping criteria assuming no bad data present. The average CPU time consumed by our algorithm are 5.445 and 5.968 sec. in the IEEE 118-bus with four and eight subsystems, respectively. In solving the same problems of our algorithm, the speed-up ratios are about 2.251(5.445/2.418) and 3.608(5.968/1.654) times in the Four areas homogeneous type PCs-Network and in the Eight areas homogeneous type PCs-Network, respectively, versus in the single PC.
Remark 4:
In order to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm within different test systems, we chose another more complicate and bigger test system, IEEE 244-bus system [12] . Due to the page limitation of this paper, we just briefly describe the test system and the test result in the homogeneous type PCs-Networks environment without communication link failure cases; the IEEE 244-bus system consists 47 generation buses and 445 transmission lines; the average CPU time consumed by our algorithm, BPN, IPVD, and PSD algorithms, are 3.931, 55.617, 36.027, and 23.889 sec. on the IEEE 244-bus with four subsystems, are 2.692, 46.112, 35.244, and 19.267 sec. on the IEEE 244-bus with eight subsystems in solving the same 1000 examples of the unconstrained DSE problems. The test results show that our algorithm are about 14.148, 9.164, 6.077, and 17.129, 13.092, 7.157 times on the IEEE 244-bus with four, and with eight subsystems, respectively, more efficient than the BPN, IPVD, and PSD algorithms in solving the same unconstrained DSE problems in the homogeneous type PCs-Networks environment. This addresses that the computational efficiency of the proposed algorithm is increasing while the systems are getting bigger.
Conclusions
In the paper, we implemented the Parallel Block Scaled Gradient with Decentralized Step-size method in two real different ISO-Networks, including homogeneous and heterogeneous types PCs-Networks environments, and demonstrated its computational efficiency and numerical stability through the numerical examples of the CBAU optimization problems. Furthermore, the PBSGDS method is suitable for implementation in the distributed computer network and the test results show that the performance of the parallel algorithm is significant in the distributed asynchronous computing environments.
